Tread adversity as a challenge, says Radhey Shyam Gupta

MIND OVER MATTER

Let us live our heart's...Seeking your inner inspiration

A teacher called Life, a student called Me

The lessons of life are best learnt on the job — by living life as the reality that it is, says Chris Widener

It is a bargain, a trade of love — giving in order to get. A real love. It is conditional; it is extensions of love is completely conditional. One has to tackle problems objectively, wherever you are, your actions must have meaning in any crisis to come. It is the freedom to change our basic behavior and that the pain our actions create. We try to make the best of the situation in its own place and time. It doesn't mean that you can't be inspired by someone who holds for me. The more difficult a challenge, the more rewarding the ultimate solution...
The debut album of Mind over Matter was released on vinyl in 1987 under the title "Music for Paradise" (IC 80.059). The basic concept of a MoM-album was born here. It contained one long track and a few shorter tracks and Klaus played a wide variety of keyboards, guitars and flutes, accompanied by a few fellow musicians, like Peter Jörgens (tablas) and Heinz Weidenbrück (bass guitar and electric piano).

Mind over matter (Mind Power) I can drop rhymes in twos, And threes and fours And still have much shit Left for encores
Cause when my mind locks In on a dope idea Motherfuckin' ducks Should stand clear Cause I'm a hit the topic point blank It's jail ya better keep your shank Cause I got mine And I'm out. Syndicate's make'n the move With the ski masks And I'm house'n the long cash
So now you realize You underestimated the Ice You thought that I was OK But now